
FACTS ABOUT THE RSS 
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 

Railtrain’s RSS Says; 
Your wage is above standard, and reasonable. 

  The Industry award is a base insurance line, like Centre Link is. All Operator 
Enterprise Agreements are well above the Award. Several Operator Agreements are available 

on our website, check them out. RSS’s Offer is well below industry standard.

FACT:

Railtrain’s RSS Says, 
Investigation leave doesn’t matter, Discipline is in RHG Policy. 

        RSS and its host company PN, often suspend people while they investigate a 
breach. PN members get paid while waiting, Railtrain RSS  are not paid.  

These investigations take weeks. RSS have currently suspended an RSS Worker with no pay!

FACT:

Railtrain’s RSS Says,  
                 You have to pay training bonds back if you leave early. 

  Training should be covered in the EA and you should not have to pay it back if 
you leave. As a casual your hours are not guaranteed in the RSS Proposed EA, you may only 

get a couple shifts a year and still have to pay back a huge amount . In this scenario why 
should you pay for something you don’t get any benefit from?

FACT:

Railtrain’s RSS says;  
There is no need for site protections for workers at St Mary’s. 

  RSS advised during negotiations it plans a 70% permanent to 30% casual 
workforce at the site, yet won’t put this in the EA. Currently Casual employees exceed 

permanent employees. It is obvious that RT ’s hope is that by offering a $1500 incentive to 
casuals their EA will get voted up. Employees would be unwise to vote yes as the company 

may then not provide you any work and  if you leave you owe them money. This is shameless 
behaviour at the expense of employees. 

FACT:

DON’T BE BLINDED BY SPIN. YOU DESERVE BETTER 

VOTE NO
Authorised by  Farren Campbell 
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